The notion of a p-adic superspace is introduced and used to give a transparent construction of the Frobenius map on p-adic cohomology of a smooth projective variety over Zp (the ring of p-adic integers). This is a companion article to [7] containing the omitted proofs as well as providing a more mathematical point of view.
Introduction
If X is a smooth projective variety over Z or, more generally, over the ring of padic integers Z p one can define the Frobenius map on the de Rham cohomology of X with coefficients in Z p [1] . This map plays an important role in arithmetic geometry (in particular it was used in the Wiles' proof of Fermat's Last Theorem); recently it was used to obtain interesting results in physics [4, 5] . However, the construction of this map is not simple, the usual most invariant approach is based on the consideration of the crystalline site [1] . In any variation one uses the notion of a DP-ideal, that is an ideal I in a ring A with the key property that for x ∈ I, x n /n! makes sense. To be precise, one assumes the existence of operations γ n : I → A that mimic the operations x → x n /n! and satisfy the same conditions (for instance n!γ n (x) = x n ). The ring A is then called a DP-ring (DP stands for divided powers), and a DP-morphism is a ring homomorphism compatible with the DP-structure.
The advantage of the crystalline cohomology ( [3] is a good review) of a scheme X over F p = Z p /pZ p is that the coefficients of the theory are in Z p , though the original X was defined over F p . Furthermore the action of the Frobenius endomorphism exists in this theory. DP neighborhoods are essential in defining crystalline cohomology. Roughly speaking a DP neighborhood of Y in X is described locally by a pair (B,Î) whereB is the ring of functions on the neighborhood andÎ is the ideal of the subvariety such that it is in fact a DP ideal. However, to construct crystalline cohomology and to analyze its relation to de Rham cohomology some technical problems must be overcome. We will show that using the ideas of supergeometry we can sweep such technicalities under the rug. (Idea: Grassmann rings have divided powers naturally and at the same time there are enough of them to "feel" the entire DP neighborhood.) Thus in an appropriate (Grassmann) setting the standard notion of infinitesimal neighborhood replaces the DP neighborhood.
Our considerations are based on the notion of a p-adic superspace defined as a functor on an appropriate subcategory of the category of Z p -algebras. It seems that this notion is interesting in itself; one can hope that it can be used to introduce and analyze "p-adic supersymmetry" and "p-adic superstring" making contact with the p-adic B-model of [4] and p-adic string theory (see [2] for a review).
Category Λ
Consider the local ring Z p with the maximal ideal pZ p (it is a DP ideal since p n /n! makes sense because ord p n! ≤ n). Our main object is the category Λ consisting of rings of the form Λ B := B ξ 1 , ..., ξ n /ξ i ξ j = −ξ j ξ i where B is a commutative ring, with p N B = 0 for some N . We further require that B/pB has no nilpotent elements. Note that Λ B = Λ even B ⊕ Λ odd B is Z/2Z graded. The morphisms are parity preserving homomorphisms. Denote by Λ + B the ideal in Λ B generated by ξ 1 , ..., ξ n . Notice that Λ contains the category of F p -algebras without nilpotent elements as a full subcategory.
The main reason for considering Λ is that Grassmann rings have divided powers naturally. Note that e n /n! is well defined for all n if e ∈ Λ even+ B . To show that let e = e 1 + ... + e k where e i are even and of the form b i ξ i1 ...ξ is , so that e n i = 0 if n > 1. Then e n = (e 1 + ... + e k ) n = ni=n n! n 1 !...n k ! e n1 1 ...e n k k = n i =n n i =0 or 1 n!e n1 1 ...e n k k and we are done. Now consider an element e + o ∈ Λ + B with e even and o odd. Then (e + o) n = e n + ne n−1 o, so that (e + o) n /n! makes sense by above.
We need to modify the situation slightly to take into account the fact that Z p itself has DP structure. In particular we set the canonical DP ideal in Λ B to be pB + Λ + B . Furthermore, it is easy to show that any morphism in Λ is a DP morphism with respect to this DP structure.
Superspaces, neighborhoods and Frobenius
By a p-adic superspace we mean a functor from Λ to the category of sets. A map of superspaces is then a natural transformation of the defining functors. A more familiar object, the purely even superspace, is obtained by requiring that the functor factors through Λ even , the category with objects of the form Λ even B .
Since we are interested in studying geometric objects, we further require that the restriction of the functor to the full subcategory of F p -algebras without nilpotent elements defines a variety over F p which will be called the body of the superspace. We have the usual functors A n and P n , where A n (Λ B ) = {(r 1 , ..., r n )|r i ∈ Λ even B } and P n (Λ B ) = {(r 0 , ..., r n )|r i ∈ Λ even B , Λ B r i = Λ B }/(Λ even B ) × . Note that these are purely even. More generally we can define the superspace A n,m (Λ B ) := {(r 1 , ..., r n , s 1 , ..., s m )|r i ∈ Λ even B , s i ∈ Λ odd B }. A further generalization that we will need is A n|k,m (Λ B ) := {(r 1 , ..., r n , t 1 , ..., t k , s 1 , ..., s m )|r i ∈ Λ even
) × but we will not need it. By functions on a p-adic superspace we mean natural transformations to the superline A 1,1 . The case of A 0|k,0 is not as trivial, the issue is that it is pro-represented by (Z p /p N Z p ) y 1 , ..., y k (the ring with elements of the form K≥0 a K y K /K!) but these are not in Λ (in F p y i all y i are nilpotent). The proof in this case and its integration with the above is given in theorems 4.4 and 4.5.
Given a variety X over Z or Z p we can define the associated p-adic superspace by setting X(Λ B ) = X(Λ even B ). Note that information is lost in passing from the variety to its associated superspace. More precisely, X and its p-adic completion will have the same associated superspace. This is best illustrated by considering the functions on A n . As a variety over Z p its functions are by definition Z p [x 1 , ..., x n ], however when considered as a p-adic superspace one gets the much larger ring lim
x n ] of functions. Observe that the functions on the purely odd affine space A 0,m do not change. The crucial point for us is the difference between the functions on A 0|1,0 which go from power series to divided power series. It is this observation that motivates the present paper.
A very versatile notion that we will need is that of a restriction of a p-adic superspace to a subvariety of its body. That is if Y is a p-adic superspace and Z a subvariety of Y body , then the p-adic superspace Y | Z is defined to make the following diagram cartesian.
This allows us to define the infinitesimal neighborhood of one p-adic superspace inside another. For X ⊂ Y , define X = Y | X body . Now suppose that X ⊂ P n over F p is a possibly non-smooth scheme. We want to define the notion replacing that of a DP neighborhood of X in P n . We do this as follows. The inclusion of schemes over F p gives rise to a subvariety X of the body of the p-adic superspace P n , use the same notation as above, namely X to denote P n | X , this is the infinitesimal neighborhood of X that behaves much better than X itself. We might call it the DP neighborhood, Grassmann neighborhood, or simply the infinitesimal neighborhood of X in P n .
We have the usual action of the Frobenius map F r on the p-adic superspace P n via raising each homogeneous coordinate to the pth power. The restriction of F r to the body of P n preserves X therefore we have an action of F r also on X.
The rest of this section will be of interest only to those familiar with crystalline cohomology and may be skipped with impunity. One is tempted to compare what is done here with the standard approach. Though we prove all that is necessary for our purposes, namely the construction of the action of F r on the usual De Rham cohomology of a smooth projective variety over Z p , the following remains unanswered. It seem likely that the recipe for defining the cohomology of a superspace outlined in Sec.4, when applied to X, yields what is known as the crystalline cohomology (classically defined using the notion of a DP neighborhood) of the original X with the evident F r action.
To show this one needs to compare the two ways for obtaining a pair (B,Î) from (B, I) where B is some commutative ring over Z p and I an ideal. One can define the pair (B,Î) to satisfy the property of being universal among DP pairs (i.e. for x ∈Î, x n /n! makes sense) equipped with maps from (B, I) as is done classically. Alternatively, following our approach one can define p-adic superspaces X ⊂ Y associated with the schemes SpecB/I and SpecB respectively and defineB as functions on X withÎ the ideal of functions vanishing on X ⊂ X. All we need is the truth of this statement for the pair (A 1 , pt) and this we show.
De Rham cohomology of superspaces
Let us briefly review De Rham cohomology from the point of view of superspaces. Let X be a superspace, that is a functor from Λ to Sets. Define a new superspace ΠT X, the odd tangent space of X, by ΠT X( We are now ready to define the differential graded sheaf Ω X/Zp of Z p -modules on X body the body of X whose hypercohomology computes the De Rham cohomology of X, DR Zp (X). Let U ⊂ X body be an open subvariety, consider the Z p -ring of functions on ΠT (X| U ) (i.e. natural transformations to A 1,1 ). It carries a grading induced by the action of (A 1 ) × , as well as a differential operator d which comes from the canonical basis element of Lie(A 0,1 ). One readily checks that d increases the degree by 1. Define the sheaf Ω X/Zp by setting its sections over U ⊂ X body to be the functions on ΠT (X| U ).
Note that it is easy to see from the definitions that DR Zp (−) is a contravariant functor from the category of superspaces to the category of graded Z pmodules. Thus any endomorphism of X induces an endomorphism of DR Zp (X).
Functions on pt
In this section we are concerned with describing explicitly the functions on pt, the infinitesimal neighborhood of the origin in A 1 . This is the key step in the subsequent cohomology computations.
One sees immediately from the definitions that pt(Λ B ) = pB + Λ even+ B (our old friend A 0|1,0 ), it has a subfunctor that we will denote by pt tiny , it is defined by pt tiny (Λ B ) = Λ even+ B . It is the functions on pt tiny , i.e natural transformations to A 1 that we describe first. Let f be one such transformation, our intention is to show that for w ∈ Λ even+ Proof. We proceed by induction on k. If k = 0 then w = 0 and so by functoriality of f , f (w) ∈ Z p /p N Z p , define a 0 to be f (w) and we are done.
Assume that the Lemma is true for k ≤ n. Let k = n + 1, w = ξ j1 ξ j2 + ... + ξ j 2k−1 ξ j 2k =: x 1 + ... + x k , and setting f (w) = I a I ξ I consider ξ I = ξ j1 ...ξ j2i . Note that by functoriality i ≤ k, and if i = k then there is only one such ξ I , denote its coefficient by a i (we have now defined a n+1 ). If i < k define a map φ from Λ Zp/p N Zp to itself by sending ξ js to ξ s and the rest of ξ's to 0.
If
If ξ I = x s1 ...x si then φ(w) has fewer than i summands yet is of the form ξξ + ... + ξξ so that we may use the induction hypothesis to conclude that the top degree of f (φ(w)) is less than 2i whereas φ(ξ I ) = ξ 1 ξ 2 ...ξ 2i−1 ξ 2i has degree 2i, so that a I = 0.
So f (w) = I a I ξ I = i a i x s1 ...x si = n+1 i=0 a i w i /i!, done.
2 These definitions become more transparent when one thinks of ΠT X as the superspace parameterizing the maps from A 0,1 to X. 3 The a i are defined inductively in the proof.
By functoriality of f we obtain, by considering the above Lemma for all N , that the coefficients a i are given for all N by the images under the natural projection of a i ∈ Z p .
where e ij are odd monomials in ξ's. Let p N B = 0. Define a map ϕ from Λ Zp/p N Zp to Λ B by Z p /p N Z p → B being the structure morphism, and ξ 2i−1 → b i e i1 and ξ 2i → e i2 , so that
Now let us consider the functor pt(Λ
itself. We claim that the functions are still of the form ∞ i=0 a i x i /i! with coefficients in Z p . 4 We reduce to the previous case to prove the following lemma, from which the claim follows easily.
Proof. First we need to define a i ∈ Z p . Recall the subfunctor pt tiny of pt that sends Λ B to Λ even+ B . If we restrict pt tiny to the subcategory Λ N of Grassmann rings with coefficients in B, with p N B = 0, then by Theorem 4.2, f | pt old determines (and is determined on Λ N by) {a N i ∈ Z p /p N Z p }. We observe that by functoriality of f we may take the inverse limit over N to obtain {a i ∈ Z p } that determine f | pt tiny on Λ. Let f be a new function on pt defined by f (e) = a i e i /i! for e ∈ pB + Λ even+ B
, so that f agrees with f on pt tiny . We want to show that they agree on w also.
For any N and n, let us define a map φ from Λ A to Λ Zp/p N Zp by ξ i → ξ i and x → η 1 η 2 + ... + η 2n−1 η 2n . Note that under this map w → p(η 1 η 2 + ...
To show that f (w) = f (w) it suffices to consider the following situation. Let 
p = 2 case (optional)
As mentioned before the case of the even prime does not fit into the framework described. The issue is that ∞ i=0 p i /i! is convergent in Z p only for p > 2. It follows that for the case p = 2, the functions on the Grassmann neighborhood of a point in the line are not simply DP power series with coefficients in Z p , rather they form a subset of these with some conditions on the coefficients. While it is possible to describe them explicitly one immediately sees that the homotopy of Lemma 4.6 no longer exists. Consequently one can not prove the cohomology invariance of Grassmann thickening.
It seems one can introduce an alternate framework that works for all primes p. We briefly outline it here. The idea is to introduceΛ, an enlargement of our main category Λ which includes Grassmann rings with an infinite number of variables that allow certain infinite sums as elements. More precisely, we consider rings Λ B = B[ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ...] where elements have the form b i w i where b i ∈ B and w i are monomials in ξ's of degree at most N where N is fixed for each element. 5 Thus
i j=1 ξ j is not. One does not get the same functions as before for the case of the Grassmann neighborhood of a point in the line 6 , but the homotopy of Lemma 4.6 now makes sense and so we can again show the cohomology invariance of Grassmann thickening by modifying all of the arguments accordingly (some of them simplify somewhat).
De Rham cohomology, smooth case, comparison
Recall that to a variety V over Z p (i.e. a functor from Z p -rings to sets) we can associate a superspace X V with X V (Λ B ) = V (Λ even B ). If V is smooth, then we may consider the usual De Rham cohomology of V and compare it to the DR Zp (X V ). In general the two are not the same, computing DR Zp (X V ) we get the De Rham cohomology of the p-adic completion of V . They are the same in particular if V is projective.
Given a smooth projective V over Z p we would like to define the action of F r on its De Rham cohomology. By above it suffices to do so for DR Zp (X V ). As explained in Sec.3, we have an action of F r on X V (the neighborhood of X V in P n ) and so on DR Zp ( X V ). Showing that DR Zp ( X V ) is isomorphic to DR Zp (X V ) would accomplish our goal. 7 Observe that we have i : X V ֒→ X V thus also a natural map i * : DR Zp ( X V ) → DR Zp (X V ) that we will show is an isomorphism. It suffices to prove that i * : Ω XV /Zp → Ω XV /Zp is a quasi-isomorphism of sheaves on V | Fp . Thus the question becomes local and we may assume, after induction on the codimension, that the situation is as follows.
Let U ⊂ U ′ be a pair of smooth affine varieties such that U ′ = SpecA and U = SpecA/f . Then unravelling the definitions we see that
Next we show that the functions on X U × pt are what was expected, namely if R = (A/f ) p then: [x] and w = px + i ξ 2i−1 ξ 2i , then ϕ(π, w) = (φ, e). 8 Thus f (φ, e) = f ϕ(π, w) = ϕf (π, w) = ϕ( π(r i )w i /i!) = φ(r i )e i /i!.
Denoting the functions described above by R x and observing that the functions on X U are given by R we are done by the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.6. The natural map π : Ω R x → Ω R is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. In fact we show that the equally natural map i : Ω R → Ω R x is a homotopy inverse. Note that π • i = Id ΩR , let F = i • π, we must show that there is a homotopy h such that Id
Any w ∈ Ω s R x can be written uniquely as w =
, then a straightforward calculation shows that h is the desired homotopy.
It is worth noting that the homotopy inverse i exists only locally. Geometrically speaking we may not in general have a global retraction of X onto X, its existence would ensure that DR Zp ( X V ) → DR Zp (X V ) is an isomorphism of filtered modules with respect to the Hodge filtration. Consequently, the canonical lift of the Frobenius morphism F r to DR Zp (X V ) would preserve the Hodge filtration F · DR Zp (X V ). Furthermore, consider the following local computation. Let x be a local function on X V , then F r(x) = x p + py, where y is some other local function, so that F r :
i.e. under the assumption that a global retraction exists F r(F s DR Zp (X V )) ⊂ p s F s DR Zp (X V ). Neither the invariance of the Hodge filtration under F r nor the p-divisibility estimate need hold in the absence of the global retraction, in Sec. 5 we deal with the general case.
Frobenius and the Hodge filtration
In this section we essentially follow B. Mazur [6] with some differences in the point of view.
Let us begin by pointing out that the Hodge filtration on the cohomology of X is simply the filtration on the functions on ΠT X given by the DP-powers of the DP ideal I X 9 of X in ΠT X. It would make sense then to replace the usual Hodge filtration on X which is given by the ideal of X in ΠT X with the one given by the DP-powers of the ideal of X itself in ΠT X. Explicitly, in the notation of Lemma 4.6, w ∈ F s Ω R
. It is then not hard to show (using the observation that the homotopy of Lemma 4.6 preserves the new filtration) that i * : DR Zp ( X V ) → DR Zp (X V ) is an isomorphism of filtered modules where DR Zp ( X V ) is endowed with the new filtration. 8 One should really write X U × pt(ϕ)((π, w)), but that is too cumbersome. 9 The nth DP power of a DP ideal I is the ideal generated by the products x n 1 1 /n 1 !...x n k k /n k ! with x i ∈ I and n i ≥ n.
Though F r does not preserve it, the above filtration is useful in the computation of divisibility estimates. Observing that F r(I
X is the k-th DP power of the ideal (also denoted by I X ) of X in X and [k] = min n k ord p ( p n n! ) (thus (p) [k] = (p [k] )), and recalling the discussion at the end of Sec.4.3, we see that F r(F s DR Zp (X V )) ⊂ p [s] DR Zp (X V ). (In particular if p > dimV then the square brackets can be removed from s.) A slightly finer statement can be derived from the above observations, one actually has F r(F s DR Zp (X V )) ⊂ j<s p [s−j] F r(F j DR Zp (X V )) + p s DR Zp (X V ) ⊂ pF r(DR Zp (X V ))+p s DR Zp (X V ). The latter was sufficient for Mazur to establish a conjecture of Katz.
By analogous reasoning one can introduce new filtrations on the cohomologies of X and X by considering the DP ideal of X| Fp in ΠT X and the DP ideal of X| Fp in ΠT X. The canonical isomorphism is now an isomorphism of filtered modules with respect to these new filtrations and they are preserved by F r. The new filtration on DR Zp (X V ) contains the Hodge filtration and satisfies the same divisibility conditions. Department of Mathematics, University of California, Davis, CA, USA E-mail address: schwarz@math.ucdavis.edu E-mail address: ishapiro@math.ucdavis.edu
